Plasma interleukin-18 levels are a biomarker of innate immune responses that predict and characterize tuberculosis-associated immune reconstitution inflammatory syndrome
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\textbf{Background:} Tuberculosis-associated immune reconstitution inflammatory syndrome (TB-IRIS) is a substantial problem in HIV/TB coinfected patients commencing antiretroviral therapy (ART). The immunopathogenesis of TB-IRIS includes increased production of proinflammatory chemokines and cytokines, including interleukin-18, which is a signature cytokine of the nucleotide-binding domain and leucine-rich repeat pyrin containing protein-3 inflammasome. We compared plasma levels of interleukin-18 and other biomarkers of monocyte/macrophage activation in the prediction and characterization of TB-IRIS.

\textbf{Methods:} Biomarkers were assayed pre-ART and during TB-IRIS, or equivalent time-point, in a case–control study of Malaysian HIV patients with paradoxical or unmasking TB-IRIS ($n = 15$), TB no IRIS ($n = 14$), and no TB or IRIS ($n = 15$). Findings for interleukin-18 were verified in another cohort of patients with paradoxical TB-IRIS ($n = 26$) and their controls ($n = 22$) from India.

\textbf{Results:} Interleukin-18 was higher in TB-IRIS patients pre-ART and during the event in both Malaysian patients ($P < 0.0001$) and Indian patients ($P < 0.01$). CXCL10 was higher pre-ART ($P < 0.001$), mainly in paradoxical TB-IRIS patients, and during TB-IRIS ($P < 0.001$), whereas CXCL8 was only higher during TB-IRIS ($P < 0.001$). Soluble(s) CD14 was increased in all patients with HIV/TB coinfection pre-ART and during TB-IRIS or equivalent time-point, compared with patients without TB. In contrast, interferon-\gamma was lower before and during TB-IRIS. By receiver operating curve analysis, CXCL10, and/or interleukin-18 pre-ART were predictive of TB-IRIS.

\textbf{Conclusion:} Plasma interleukin-18 levels pre-ART are candidate biomarkers for predicting paradoxical and unmasking TB-IRIS and should be investigated for risk stratification and elucidation of disease pathogenesis.

© 2015 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Tuberculosis (TB) is the most common opportunistic infection among individuals with HIV infection, especially in resource-limited countries. The use of antiretroviral therapy (ART) has reduced morbidity and mortality in HIV-infected patients but may be complicated by an immune reconstitution inflammatory syndrome (IRIS) in patients who commence ART with a low CD4\(^+\) T-cell count [1]. Following initiation of ART, 10–30\% of TB-HIV coinfected patients experience a paradoxical deterioration of treated TB, or a rapid onset of newly diagnosed TB associated with an exaggerated inflammatory response, conditions that are referred to as paradoxical TB-IRIS and unmasking TB-IRIS, respectively [2]. As TB-IRIS usually occurs within the first month of ART, it can be difficult to distinguish from relapsed or newly acquired TB. Corticosteroid therapy is effective in patients who experience severe TB-IRIS [3]; however, the potential for adverse effects limit its use. Therefore, there is an urgent need for laboratory markers to predict and identify TB-IRIS [3,4].

Risk factors for the development of an IRIS in HIV-infected patients are reported to be a low CD4\(^+\) T-cell count at ART initiation [5], robust immunological and virological response to ART [6], high antigenic burden of an underlying opportunistic infection at ART initiation [7], and early initiation of ART after opportunistic infection treatment [6,8]. However, the immunological mechanisms underlying the development of an IRIS are not clearly understood. Several studies have demonstrated an expansion of Mycobacterium tuberculosis-specific interferon-γ (IFN-γ) producing T cells [9,10] or elevation of polarized T-helper 1 (Th1) responses [11] among TB-IRIS patients. However, these responses may also occur in non-IRIS patients [12,13], questioning their relevance.

Accumulating evidence suggests that innate immune responses play a role in the pathogenesis of TB-IRIS [14–16]. A recent microarray investigation of RNA from monocytes of patients with TB-IRIS demonstrated that 100 genes related to 'inflammatory disease,' 'immunological disease,' 'cellular movement,' 'hematological system development and function,' and 'immune cell trafficking' were perturbed at least 1.5-fold in patients relative to controls [17]. These findings suggest that monocytes contribute to the pathogenesis of TB-IRIS.

Given the strong interplay between innate and adaptive immune responses, the onset of TB-IRIS may stem from protective immune responses that are excessive in magnitude resulting from dysregulation of the interaction between innate and adaptive immune responses [16].

Here, we sought to identify and compare plasma biomarkers of innate immune responses that predict and characterize TB-IRIS, including interleukin-18, which is increased in TB-IRIS patients [14] and is a signature cytokine of the nucleotide-binding domain and leucine-rich repeat pyrin containing protein-3 (NLRP3) inflammasome [18]. We established that elevated plasma levels of interleukin-18 and CXCL10 predicted TB-IRIS and that levels of IL-18BPa, the most abundant splice variant of interleukin-18 binding protein (IL-18BP) that regulates the biological activity of interleukin-18 [19], may not be sufficient to regulate the biological functions of interleukin-18. These findings suggest that TB-IRIS is associated with an exaggerated inflammatory response that includes increased interleukin-18 production, which may be inadequately regulated.

Methods

Study groups and design

The study was initially conducted on samples from patients that were selected from a prospective observational cohort study of 200 HIV-infected ART-naive adults (>18 years) initiating ART between 2005 and 2012 with a CD4\(^+\) T-cell count of less than 200 cells/μl at the University Malaya Medical Centre (UMMMC), Malaysia (Kuala Lumpur cohort) [20]. Symptomatic patients were screened for TB by chest radiograph and/or sputum examination and those with TB completed a median of 5 weeks (range 1–20 weeks) of antituberculous therapy (ATT) prior to ART initiation. Participants were reviewed 4, 12, 24, and 48 weeks after ART initiation. Blood samples were collected at each follow-up visit and additional samples were collected from those who developed symptoms suggestive of paradoxical or unmasking TB-IRIS. Informed consent was obtained from all participants and the study was approved by the Medical Ethics Committee of the UMMC (MEC Ref No: 673.33).

We excluded patients who were not adherent to ATT or ART, nonresponders due to ATT or ART drug resistance,
and those who developed malignancy or multiple diagnoses of an IRIS. Paradoxical and unmasking TB-IRIS were later classified by an expert panel, which was blinded from test results, according to diagnostic criteria of the International Network for the Study of HIV-associated IRIS [21]. Demographic and clinical information on patients are listed in Supplementary Table 1, http://links.lww.com/QAD/A626. All cases wherein plasma samples were available for both baseline (within 2 weeks before ART initiation) and TB-IRIS (within 2 weeks of symptom onset), or equivalent time-point (EQT) in controls, were included. Controls were matched 2:1 to TB-IRIS cases based on baseline TB status, age, and CD4\(^+\) T-cell counts (within 50 cells/\(\mu\)l).

 Participants were classified into three groups according to the following definitions [22]:

1. TB-IRIS (case): HIV-infected patients who had TB prior to initiation of ART and were treated with ATT, who subsequently experienced disease classified as TB-IRIS (paradoxical TB-IRIS); or HIV-infected patients who had no evidence of TB prior to initiation of ART and subsequently presented with TB that exhibited exaggerated inflammation after commencing ART (unmasking TB-IRIS).
2. TB no IRIS (control): HIV-infected individuals who had TB prior to initiation of ART and were treated with ATT, with no clinical deterioration after commencing ART.
3. No TB or IRIS (control): HIV-infected individuals who did not have TB prior to initiation of ART and did not develop TB-IRIS after commencing ART.

To confirm the findings for interleukin-18, samples were analysed from patients selected from a randomized controlled clinical trial (NCT 933790) conducted at the National Institute for Research in Tuberculosis, Chennai, India (Chennai cohort) [23,24]. Fifty-seven patients with newly diagnosed sputum culture-confirmed pulmonary TB were enrolled. Patients (\(n = 48\)) were selected based on the criteria described elsewhere [25]. Baseline investigations were repeated at event in the paradoxical TB-IRIS group (\(n = 26\)) and at week 6 of ART in patients who had uneventful ART initiation (\(n = 22\)).

**Laboratory investigations**

In the Kuala Lumpur cohort, serum/plasma levels of neopterin (RE59521; IBL International GmBH); sCD163, sCD14, IFN-\(\gamma\) (DC1630, DC140, and DIF50; R&D Systems); interleukin-6, interleukin-10, tumor necrosis factor (TNF) \(\alpha\), CCL2, CXCL8, CXCL10 (550799, 550613, 550610, 559017, 550999, and 550926; BD Biosciences) were measured by ELISA. The interleukin-18 ELISA kits consisted of recombinant human interleukin-18, primary and secondary antibodies (B001–5, D044–3, and D045–6; R&D Systems). The assay was performed on Nunc Maxisorp 96-well plates (62407–162; Thermo Scientific). Ferritin levels were measured in the clinical diagnostic laboratory of UMMC. IL-18BP a was assayed by ELISA (DBP180, R&D Systems). All analytes were assayed according to manufacturers’ protocols. The bioavailability of free circulating interleukin-18 (fraction of cytokine not bound to its inhibitor, IL-18BP) was estimated using the law of mass action [26]. Briefly, bioavailability of interleukin-18 was calculated using the molecular weights of interleukin-18 (18.4 kDa) and IL-18BP (17.6 kDa) and their interaction at a ratio of 1:1 with dissociation constant (\(K_d\)) of 0.4 nmol/l [27]:

\[
K_d = \frac{[\text{Ligand}] \cdot [\text{Receptor}]}{[\text{Ligand}] - [\text{IL-18BP}]}
\]

and was applied as follows:

\[
x = -\frac{b + \sqrt{b^2 - 4c}}{2}
\]

where \(x\) is [interleukin-18]\text{free}, \(b\) is [IL-18BP] - [interleukin-18] + \(K_d\), \(c\) is \(-K_d\) \cdot [interleukin-18] and the molar concentration of the analyte [28].

In the Chennai cohort, interleukin-18 was assayed in cryopreserved EDTA-treated plasma using an ELISA kit from R&D systems (7620), following the manufacturer’s instructions.

**Statistical analysis**

The primary analysis was to compare biomarkers among the three groups of patients before ART and at the time of TB-IRIS or EQT in controls. Comparisons of categorical variables were tested using chi-square test or Fisher’s exact test, whereas continuous variables were tested using the nonparametric Kruskal–Wallis test for multiple group comparisons. If significant differences were seen, each marker was tested separately using Mann–Whitney \(U\) tests applying Bonferroni correction. The predictive power of pre-ART levels of biomarkers was examined using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis. A cut-off value was obtained from ROC analysis and the odds ratio for predicting TB-IRIS was calculated using a binary regression model. Correlations were estimated using Spearman’s test. Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS, version 20 and Prism, version 5.02 (GraphPad) softwares. Statistical significance was defined as \(P < 0.05\) except in analyses that included a Bonferroni correction where a \(P\) value of 0.0042 was considered to be significant.
Results

Baseline demography
The pre-ART characteristics for the Kuala Lumpur cohort patients categorized as TB-IRIS (n = 15) [comprising paradoxical TB-IRIS (n = 9) and unmasking TB-IRIS (n = 6)], TB no IRIS (n = 14), and no TB or IRIS (n = 15) are shown in Supplementary Table 1, http://links.lww.com/QAD/A626. We observed that the three patient groups had similar pre-ART CD4⁺ T-cell counts (P = 0.189), CD4⁺ T-cell percentages (P = 0.253), age (P = 0.384), and HIV viral load (P = 0.739). Furthermore, no significant difference was observed in the interval from ART to ART initiation between patients with paradoxical TB-IRIS and the TB no IRIS controls (P = 0.493). However, there was a significant difference in the form of TB disease at baseline between TB-IRIS and TB no IRIS patients (P < 0.001), whereby disseminated TB was more prevalent among TB-IRIS patients (66.7%) as compared with TB no IRIS patients (33.3%).

Increased plasma levels of interleukin-18 and decreased levels of interferon-γ prior to initiation of antiretroviral therapy were consistently associated with tuberculosis-associated immune reconstitution inflammatory syndrome

Comparison of all three study groups in the Kuala Lumpur cohort revealed that patients experiencing TB-IRIS exhibited higher plasma interleukin-18 levels pre-ART compared with the TB no IRIS or the no TB or IRIS controls (both P < 0.0001) (Fig. 1a–e). During the TB-IRIS event (one sample was obtained per patient, ranging from 29 to 75 days post ART initiation), levels of interleukin-18 remained higher in comparison with control groups (P = 0.0001 and <0.0001, respectively) (Fig. 2a–e).

As compared with the TB no IRIS or the no TB or IRIS controls, TB-IRIS patients also displayed lower plasma levels of IFN-γ both pre-ART (P = 0.003 and <0.0001, respectively) and during TB-IRIS (P = 0.0008 and < 0.0001, respectively) (Figs 1f and 2f). There was no difference in IFN-γ levels between TB no IRIS controls compared with the no TB or IRIS controls at baseline and the event/EQT (Figs 1f and 2f). Together, we showed that increased plasma levels of interleukin-18 and decreased plasma levels of IFN-γ prior to ART were associated with the subsequent development of TB-IRIS.

The development of tuberculosis-associated immune reconstitution inflammatory syndrome was associated with increased plasma levels of CXCL10 and CXCL8

In view of the previous observation that plasma levels of the chemokines CXCL10 and CCL2 were different in HIV patients with TB-IRIS compared with TB/HIV patients who did not develop an IRIS [14], we next investigated if plasma levels of CXCL10, CCL2, or CXCL8 were potential biomarkers for the prediction or diagnosis of TB-IRIS. Pre-ART plasma levels of CXCL10 were increased in TB-IRIS (P = 0.0002) (Fig. 1g). Further analysis of the data revealed that the higher CXCL10 levels were mostly in patients with paradoxical TB-IRIS (Supplementary Figure 1, http://links.lww.com/QAD/A626). During TB-IRIS, CXCL10 and CXCL8 were higher in TB-IRIS patients (P < 0.0001 and P < 0.0001, respectively) compared with controls (Fig. 2g and k, respectively).

Higher plasma levels of sCD14 were associated with HIV-tuberculosis coinfection

To determine if other biomarkers of monocyte and macrophage activation had the potential to predict the onset of TB-IRIS, we also compared plasma levels of ferritin, neopterin, TNF-α, interleukin-6, interleukin-10, soluble(s) CD163 and sCD14 in the different study groups. None of these biomarkers were predictive to TB-IRIS (Figs 1a–d, h–l and 2a–d, h–l). Although sCD163 and sCD14 levels were higher in TB-IRIS patients than no TB or IRIS controls, there were no significant differences between TB-IRIS and TB no IRIS controls. Of note, we observed that, compared with the no TB or IRIS controls, TB no IRIS controls also had higher levels of sCD14 at both pre-ART and EQT (P < 0.0001 and P < 0.0001, respectively) (Figs 1d and 2d). These results suggest that increased plasma levels of sCD14 are tightly associated with HIV-TB coinfection.

Plasma levels of interleukin-18 and CXCL10 prior to antiretroviral therapy initiation predicted the development of tuberculosis-associated immune reconstitution inflammatory syndrome

Using ROC analyses, plasma levels of both interleukin-18 and CXCL10 prior to ART initiation were observed to be strong candidate biomarkers for predicting paradoxical TB-IRIS [area under curve (AUC) = 0.99, P < 0.0001 and AUC = 0.884, P < 0.0001, respectively] (Fig. 3a and b). The lower AUC observed for CXCL10 compared with interleukin-18 may reflect the observation that interleukin-18 levels were higher pre-ART in both paradoxical and unmasking TB-IRIS whereas CXCL10 levels were higher in only paradoxical TB-IRIS (Supplementary Figure 1, http://links.lww.com/QAD/A626). In contrast, plasma levels of IFN-γ were not predictive to TB-IRIS (Fig. 3c). Based on the ROC analysis, we determined that a cut-off value more than 8200 pg/ml for interleukin-18 was strongly predictive of TB-IRIS (odds ratio of 175; 95% confidence interval = 14–216, P < 0.0001).

Plasma levels of interleukin-18 binding protein may be inappropriately low in tuberculosis-associated immune reconstitution inflammatory syndrome patients

Having demonstrated that plasma levels of interleukin-18 were elevated two-fold in patients with both paradoxical
Fig. 1. Comparison of plasma levels of biomarkers in tuberculosis-associated immune reconstitution inflammatory syndrome patients and controls at baseline. (a) Ferritin, (b) Neopterin, (c) sCD163, (d) sCD14, (e) interleukin-18, (f) IFN-γ, (g) CXCL10, (h) TNF-α, (i) CCL2, (j) interleukin-6, (k) CXCL8, (l) interleukin-10. Levels of biomarkers were compared across the three patient groups by Kruskal–Wallis test. Post hoc Mann–Whitney U-tests were then performed for those biomarkers with a Kruskal–Wallis test P-value of < 0.05. *P < 0.0042 (adjusted for multiple comparisons). IFN, interferon; TB-IRIS, tuberculosis-associated immune reconstitution inflammatory syndrome; TNF, tumor necrosis factor.
Fig. 2. Comparison of plasma levels of biomarkers in tuberculosis-associated immune reconstitution inflammatory syndrome patients and controls at clinical events. (a) Ferritin, (b) Neopterin, (c) sCD163, (d) sCD14, (e) interleukin-18, (f) IFN-γ, (g) CXCL10, (h) TNF-α, (i) CCL2, (j) interleukin-6, (k) CXCL8, (l) interleukin-10. Levels of biomarkers were compared across the three patient groups by Kruskal–Wallis test. Post hoc Mann–Whitney U tests were then performed for those biomarkers with a Kruskal–Wallis test P value of < 0.05. *P < 0.0042 (adjusted for multiple comparisons). IFN, interferon; TB-IRIS, tuberculosis-associated immune reconstitution inflammatory syndrome; TNF, tumour necrosis factor.
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Fig. 3. Receiver operating characteristic curves for prediction of tuberculosis-associated immune reconstitution inflammatory syndrome (a) interleukin-18, (b) CXCL-10, (c) IFN-γ and (d) Cut-off of interleukin-18 value that predicts TB-IRIS. AUC, area under curve; IFN, interferon; CI, confidence interval; OR, odds ration; TB-IRIS, tuberculosis-associated immune reconstitution inflammatory syndrome.

Discussion

There are currently no biomarkers that predict TB-IRIS in HIV/TB patients. Inflammation is a prominent feature of an IRIS, and monocytes/macrophages play a critical role in both inflammatory responses and control of M. tuberculosis infection. Thus, we investigated plasma biomarkers associated with inflammation, with a particular focus on monocytes/macrophages, in a case–control study of HIV/TB patients with either paradoxical or unmasking TB-IRIS. We demonstrated higher plasma interleukin-18 levels before ART and during TB-IRIS, when compared with controls, and confirmed this in an independent cohort of HIV-infected patients with TB-IRIS. Furthermore, ROC analyses demonstrated that interleukin-18 levels before ART were the strongest candidate biomarker for predicting both paradoxical and unmasking TB-IRIS. However, differences in the plasma interleukin-18 level that predicted TB-IRIS, and the certainty with which this prediction could be made, were observed in the two cohorts of patients studied. This finding might reflect the use of different assay methods or differences in patient characteristics and requires further investigation.

Inflammation plays a pivotal role in defenses against infectious agents, but can become dysregulated and cause deleterious consequences to the host [30]. In the absence of effective T-cell responses, the immune system ‘defaults’ to innate immune responses and ‘upstream’ inflammatory markers produced by innate immune cells are particularly important as they govern the downstream inflammatory...
Fig. 4. Plasma levels of interleukin-18, IL-18BP and free circulating interleukin-18 in tuberculosis-associated immune reconstitution inflammatory syndrome patients and controls. (a) Plasma levels at baseline and time of clinical event. Samples at time of TB-IRIS episode were only collected for case patients; whereas samples in the control groups were selected at an equivalent time-point (EQT) post-ART. Levels of biomarkers were compared across the three patient groups and post hoc Mann–Whitney U tests were then performed for those biomarkers with a Kruskal–Wallis test $P$ value of $<0.05$. *$P < 0.0042$ (adjusted for multiple comparisons). (b) ROC analysis for the prediction of TB-IRIS using pre-ART levels of free circulating interleukin-18. AUC, area under curve; ART, antiretroviral therapy; ROC, receiver operating characteristic; TB-IRIS, tuberculosis-associated immune reconstitution inflammatory syndrome.
pathways [31,32]. In the current study, we observed that HIV-TB coinfection was associated with potent macrophage activation, as evidenced by elevation of sCD14 prior to ART initiation and during the TB-IRIS event. However, this biomarker did not appear to be as informative as interleukin-18 for predicting TB-IRIS.

Our findings confirm that plasma interleukin-18 levels are increased during TB-IRIS [14] and, furthermore, provide evidence that they predict the development of both paradoxical and unmasking TB-IRIS better than the other biomarkers examined in this study. Interleukin-18 is a potent proinflammatory cytokine predominantly produced by activated monocytes/macrophages. It was initially discovered as IFN-γ inducing factor, and has a critical role in enhancing Th1 immune responses. Interleukin-18 is present in monocytes/macrophages as a biologically inactive precursor, prointerleukin-18, that requires further cleavage by intracellular cysteine protease caspase-1 via activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome [18]. Biologically active interleukin-18 secreted by monocytes/macrophages induces activation of nuclear factor-κB and Fas ligand expression, as well as induction of both CC and CXC chemokines from a wide range of cells [33]. Furthermore, interleukin-18 also enhances natural killer (NK) cell cytotoxicity, neutrophil activity, and IFN-γ production by T cells and NK cells [29].

We would, therefore, expect the elevation of interleukin-18 to be accompanied by elevation of IFN-γ among TB-IRIS patients but observed that TB-IRIS was associated with lower plasma IFN-γ levels. Various findings for serum/plasma IFN-γ levels have been reported in different cohorts of TB-IRIS patients [22,34,35], including two cohorts of patients studied by some of the authors of this study [24]. A study of tuberculous meningitis (TBM)-IRIS patients reported similar findings to ours, whereby low cerebrospinal fluid IFN-γ levels at TBM diagnosis predicted the development of an IRIS [36]. Data from our own studies of TB-IRIS (this study and [24]) suggest that plasma IFN-γ levels are related to CD4+ T-cell counts pre-ART. Thus, patients in the Chennai cohort [24] had the highest IFN-γ levels and a median CD4+ T-cell count of approximately 100 cells/μl. We, therefore, suggest that any effect of interleukin-18 activity on plasma IFN-γ levels is over-ridden by the effect of CD4+ T-cell deficiency.

Interleukin-18 activity is regulated by IL-18BP, a soluble molecule that binds mature interleukin-18 with high affinity and prevents its interaction with cell surface receptors, hence, limiting its biological activity [19]. The expression of IL-18BP is regulated by IFN-γ. The promoter region of the IL-18BP gene contains an IFN regulatory factor 1 response element that increases IL-18BP gene expression upon IFN-γ stimulation [37,38]. Therefore, interleukin-18 indirectly increases the production of its own inhibitor in a negative feedback loop [39]. We postulated that the inflammatory response driven by increased interleukin-18 production among TB-IRIS patients might be fuelled by a relative deficiency of IL-18BP and tested this by assaying IL-18BPa levels and calculating free circulating interleukin-18 levels in plasma. We demonstrated that free interleukin-18 levels were 40% higher in TB-IRIS patients compared with

**Fig. 5.** Plasma levels of interleukin-18 and receiver operating characteristic analysis for Chennai cohort. (a) Comparison of plasma levels of interleukin-18 between paradoxical TB-IRIS and TB no IRIS. Samples at time of TB-IRIS episode were only collected for case patients; whereas samples in the control groups were selected at 6 weeks post-ART. (b) ROC analysis for the prediction of paradoxical TB-IRIS. (c) Cut-off value of interleukin-18 that predicts TB-IRIS. Levels of interleukin-18 was compared among TB-IRIS patients and TB no IRIS patients in the control groups. Samples at time of TB-IRIS episode were only collected for case patients; whereas samples in the control groups were selected at 6 weeks post-ART. (b) ROC analysis for the prediction of paradoxical TB-IRIS. (c) Cut-off value of interleukin-18 that predicts TB-IRIS. Levels of interleukin-18 was compared among TB-IRIS patients and TB no IRIS patients in the control groups. Samples at time of TB-IRIS episode were only collected for case patients; whereas samples in the control groups were selected at 6 weeks post-ART.
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controls. Published data indicate that IL-18BPα is usually present with a 20-fold molar excess over interleukin-18 in the plasma of healthy individuals [26]. Another in-vitro study showed that at least a two molar excess of IL-18BPα was required to neutralize 95% of interleukin-18 biological activity [27]. Our results, therefore, suggest that the biological activity of interleukin-18 may be inadequately regulated in patients with TB-IRIS.

We also observed increased production of CXCL10 and CXCL8 during TB-IRIS, confirming the findings of Oliver et al. [14] for CXCL10. These chemokines play an important role in the recruitment and activation of T cells, NK cells, and neutrophils at sites of infection [40–42]. This finding is in line with histopathology findings in biopsy material, which demonstrate that TB-IRIS is associated with granulomata that exhibit a mixed inflammatory cell infiltrate [43,44]. Furthermore, TBM-IRIS patients exhibit a marked increase of cerebrospinal fluid neutrophils [36].

There are several limitations of this study. While the matching strategy led to cases and controls having similar clinical characteristics, our control groups may have been heterogeneous for non-IRIS events. Also because of the difficulties in defining latent TB infection, we do not know how many of the no TB or IRIS controls were ever exposed to M. tuberculosis or had resolved previous infection. Finally, patient numbers were small and, even though our findings for interleukin-18 in Malaysian patients were confirmed by similar results obtained in an independent cohort of HIV patients with paradoxical TB-IRIS from India, caution must be exercised in interpreting the findings of ROC analyses.

In summary, our data provide an important insight into the role of innate immune responses in the immunopathogenesis of TB-IRIS, particularly the role of interleukin-18, CXCL10, and CXCL8. The elevation of interleukin-18 among TB-IRIS patients raises the possibility that the pathogenesis of TB-IRIS includes an NLRP3 inflammasome disorder and, furthermore, that the biological activity of interleukin-18 may be inadequately regulated by IL-18BP. Future study of inflammasome activation and regulation in TB-IRIS is warranted. In addition, plasma levels of interleukin-18 should be validated as a biomarker of TB-IRIS, and possibly other types of IRIS, in large prospective clinical studies.
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